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Open vs. closed whitening
systems...explained   

Not all whitening systems are alike. In fact, many
whitening products on the market use outdated delivery
technology that has not been improved upon in almost
20 years! The old, antiquated way of whitening uses an
"open system," which means that the whitening
mouthpiece is not sealed to prevent the whitening ions
from escaping or to prevent the gel from making
contact with sensitive soft tissues. This results in less
efficacious whitening and more patient sensitivity! The
innovation of GLO Science's closed system
mouthpiece combined with gentle warming heat and
light activates and accelerates the whitening gel
formulation which reduces treatment time and sensitivity, while increasing efficacy.

A common point of confusion in the dental office is the perceived discrepancy in results and
"shade rebound" seen with different kinds of in-office whitening systems. Open systems that
use extreme heat placed outside the mouth, such as ZOOM!, can seem to produce dramatic
results which quickly disappear after the patient goes home. In reality, these open systems
dehydrate the teeth which make them temporarily appear to be whiter while causing treatment
sensitivity. However, the color regresses shortly after the procedure as the teeth rehydrate,
leaving patients disappointed with their results in the long run, and also suffering from a lot
of painful zingers.

GLO's patented mouthpiece with warming heat and light forms a protected closed system
which prevents teeth from getting dehydrated and results in sustainable shade improvement,
without an automatic rebound effect. Rather than having patients leave the office with a false
impression of how white their teeth are, GLO practices can be confident that their patients'
white smiles will stand the test of time. Because teeth whitening is never permanent and we
know that many patients love their coffee, tea, and red wine, GLO dual whitening provides
patients with their own take home device so they can continue whitening at home for an even
longer lasting effect and greater patient satisfaction! 

GLO Testimonial

Brittany Burhop, Senior Editor at NewBeauty, received a GLO Professional Whitening
treatment before her wedding last month. Click below to read about her experience and share

http://www.glosciencepro.com/
https://www.newbeauty.com/hottopic/blogpost/10767-glo-science-in-office-teeth-whitening-treatment/


with your patients!  

GLO Co-Founder to Deliver Boston
University Commencement Address

We are excited to announce that GLO co-founder and inventor
Dr. Jonathan B. Levine will deliver the 2017 commencement address at
his alma mater, Boston University's Henry M. Goldman School of
Dental Medicine on Friday, May 19. 

Dr. Levine looks forward to sharing his experience and reflections
with the next generation of oral health doctors. 

Congratulations to Dr. Levine and the Class of 2017!

GLO practice of the month

Dr. Denise Pieczynski 
Vero Beach, FL

“Our office is GLOing with these incredible
products! We strongly recommend GLO

Whitening and ECO Balance for our patients
and other offices.”

Learn more about...

The ALL NEW GLO Science Motivational Shade



Taking Kit....COMING SOON!

Expand your practice with GLO Science Motivational Shade Taking, the program that has
been proven to create more aesthetically aware patients and increase whitening revenue.
Available exclusively to GLO dentists at a special price, this kit includes a GLO/VITA
motivational shade guide, 100 patient shade guide cards, and easy-to-follow instructions on
how to take a motivational shade. Inspire every one of your patients to pursue their most
beautiful smiles!
 
Click here to learn how and why to take a Motivational Shade      

Order through your GLO Science rep at
855.7.GLOPRO TODAY!

#getgloing #gloprofessional
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Want to appear as a featured GLO office
through GLO social media? Send us
pictures of your team GLOing and share
how you are building your whitening
practice!

CONTACT US
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